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ABSTRACT
Biological sciences literature can be extraordinarily difficult to understand. Papers
are commonly filled with terminology unique to a particular sub-discipline. Readers with
expertise outside that sub-discipline often have difficulty understanding information the
author is trying to convey. The WikiPDF project that is the subject of this thesis helps
readers understand the biological sciences literature by automatically generating a
customized glossary for each page of any technical paper available in Adobe Portable
Document Format (PDF) format.

WikiPDF relies on the Wikipedia®, an on-line

encyclopedia created and supported by a host of volunteers, as a source of definitions
used in its glossaries.

WikiPDF uses the National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Medline/PubMed database of journal papers to organize, index, and locate WikiPDF
glossaries. Design and implementation of this project relied exclusively on open-source
software, including the Linux operating system, the Apache Tomcat web server, and the
MySQL relational database system.

Wikipedia® is a registered trademark of the Wikimedia Foundation, Inc.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Scientific research in the biological sciences requires students to read papers from
the primary literature. These primary research papers often contain terminology that is
unfamiliar to students and other researchers who do not work in the particular field
addressed in the paper. Unfamiliar terminology makes it difficult for readers to grasp
central concepts presented in the literature and researchers can spend many hours
searching on-line resources for background information needed to understand a primary
literature paper. Therefore, students especially, and scientists, in general, would benefit
from a tool capable of automatically identifying rare or unusual terms and then providing
quick-and-easy access to background information explaining this discipline-specific
terminology.
The goal of my WikiPDF project is to enable users to submit text from a technical
paper to the wikipdf.com web site, parse the information to find words the user may find to
be unfamiliar, search a web-accessible encyclopedia for articles describing the unfamiliar
terms, and present results to the user in a web-friendly format. The WikiPDF tool enables
users to simply click on an unfamiliar term to see a short explanation, thereby making
more efficient use of their time and enabling them to understand what might previously
have been incomprehensible. Once a paper has been submitted, the WikiPDF stores the
paper’s rare words into a relational database. Subsequent readers can then access the
WikiPDF glossary without first providing the source document.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
The essential core of this project relies on the Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org),
which is a self-described “multilingual Web-based free-content encyclopedia” [Wikimedia
Foundation, 2005].

The Wikipedia is a wiki, a type of web site invented by Ward

Cunningham in 1992 that enables anyone to edit a web site’s content using only a web
browser [Wikipedia contributors, 2006].

Cunningham chose the word “wiki” to describe

this technology. Wiki is a Hawaiian term meaning “quick, fast, swift” [Hawaiian Dictionary,
2003] and wiki technology enables a web page to be quickly updated by any user,
anywhere.
The Wikipedia encyclopedia has many characteristics that make it an appropriate
tool for the WikiPDF project. It is an open-source resource whose data is available free of
any royalties or copyright restrictions. In addition, Wikipedia content is dynamic in the
sense that it is continuously being updated and improved by a vast cadre of volunteers
(currently numbering over 50,000).

The ability to quickly respond to fast-changing

technology distinguishes Wikipedia from print encyclopedias [Giles, 2005].

This is

particularly true for scientific disciplines like the life sciences, which are rapidly pushing
the frontiers of human knowledge. Over time, this resource will undoubtedly continue to
grow, improve, and become a more valuable resource for WikiPDF and other related
projects.
Like most wikis, the Wikipedia is written by a collaboration of volunteers. Anyone
with a web browser and access to an Internet connection is free to contribute, and
information provided by many thousands of individuals have made this encyclopedia one
of the most content-rich and highly accessed web sites on the Internet. According to
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Alexa, a web-site ranking service, wikipedia.org is the 18th most popular web site on the
entire Internet and receives over 2 billion page views per day [Alexa, 2006].

Wikipedia

has more than 3,500,000 articles, including more than 1,000,000 in the English-language
version.
When it comes to scientific data, quality is more important than mere quantity.
Providing incorrect or inappropriate definitions would not achieve my primary goal of
helping readers understand biological sciences literature.

Fortunately, the Wikipedia

project has demonstrated that a volunteer group of experts can create an encyclopedia
that rivals some of the world’s most respected print encyclopedias.

A recent study

published in the journal Nature found that the Wikipedia “comes close to Britannica in
terms of the accuracy of its science entries” [Giles, 2005]. This same study surveyed
1,000 Nature authors and found that 17% consulted Wikipedia on a weekly basis [Giles,
2005], a testament to the usefulness of this resource to today’s scientists.
I used Wikipedia as the source for all glossary definitions generated in this project
based on several key attributes:
1.

Wikipedia content is broad-based, covers much of the biological sciences,
and is generally reliable [Giles, 2005].

2.

The Wikimedia Foundation has publicly released all Wikipedia content under
terms of the GNU Free Documentation License [Wikimedia Foundation,
2005].

Therefore, Wikipedia content “can be copied, modified, and

redistributed so long as the new version grants the same freedoms to others
and acknowledges the authors of the Wikipedia article used (a direct link
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back to the article satisfies our author credit requirement)” [Wikimedia
Foundation, 2005].
3.

The entire Wikipedia content was available for download in a format
compatible with the MySQL relational database on which WikiPDF was
based.

4.

Biological science is a field of study undergoing rapid change. The human
genome project, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and microarray
technology, the Internet, and other major technological advancements
provide this century’s scientists with a synergy of tools and information
enabling us to expand mankind’s knowledge of biological processes at everincreasing rates. Wikipedia is generally superior to print encyclopedias in
covering fast-changing technology [Giles, 2005] and is thus well suited to
provide the most up-to-date information in WikiPDF glossaries.
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WikiPDF glossaries for any paper published in a life sciences journal can be
located by referencing the journal issue in which the paper was originally published.
WikiPDF stores a complete copy of the Medline/PubMed citations database in a local
relational database and uses this information to generate the WikiPDF index structure. To
create and populate the PubMed SQL database, I started with a set of tools provided by
the BioText project at the University of California, Berkeley. BioText tools were designed
to parse Medline eXtensible Markup Language (XML) text files and store this data into a
local database [Oliver, 2004]. The original BioText tools relied on commercial databases
such as Oracle and IBM’s DB2, so I modified the BioText tools to support the open source
MySQL relational database used in this project.

The BioText tools provided a great

starting point for this task and resulted in major savings in time and labor.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
WikiPDF Guiding Principles and Goals
Several key goals guided design of the WikiPDF project:
1.

The WikiPDF should be intuitive and easy to use: it should support
point-and-click access from any web browser.

2.

The WikiPDF should be comprehensive: it should be capable of
automatically generating glossaries for any biology/life sciences
paper ever published.

3.

The WikiPDF should be useful: it should provide definitions of terms
that biology students might want to know.

4.

The WikiPDF should be fast: it should report results as quickly as
possible.

5.

The WikiPDF should be cost effective: it should provide all required
hardware

and

software

on

a

developer-funded

budget

of

approximately $1,000 and be free to use.

Achieving the Intuitive Goal
An intuitive WikiPDF interface is one where the average novice user can access
and navigate the WikiPDF web site without requiring training, user guides, or extensive
help systems. First, this implied that the WikiPDF project should support point-and-click
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access from any web browser. This then required that I host the WikiPDF project on a
web server and several associated web access requirements had to be met:
•

I needed to host the server on a computer that was constantly powered on.

•

The server needed a static Internet Protocol (IP) address.

•

The static IP address had to be mapped to a known Universal Resource
Locator (URL): www.wikipdf.com.

•

The URL needed to be “advertised” through the Internet’s Domain Name
System (DNS). This allowed the WikiPDF computer to be accessed by
typing the web site’s URL (http://www.wikipdf.com) into any web browser.

A related goal was that the WikiPDF should be easy to use. This goal was
primarily met by designing the WikiPDF user interface to rely solely on a standard
web browser, an interface with which most users were expected to be familiar.
The WikiPDF interface was also designed to favor mouse-clicks over typing by
providing a clickable index/trail to the glossary associated with each paper:
•

Three “clicks” from the wikipdf.com home page take the user to any of over
10,000 life science journals.

•

Three additional “clicks” take the user to the desired article (year,
volume/issue, article title) and the glossary associated with the article’s first
page of text.
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•

One additional “click” from the article root page takes the user to each
successive glossary (one per article page).

So, with no typing, the user can access the first glossary page for any of nearly 15
million journal articles with six clicks of the mouse. Additional pages for the selected
article can each be accessed with one additional click per page/glossary.
WikiPDF glossaries are custom-produced for each page of an article. I chose this
approach to limit glossary length to a reasonable size. In addition, I designed the top of
each glossary page to contain a list of words included in the glossary. The small glossary
size and indexing structure help enable WikiPDF users to quickly find any desired word
whose definition is included in a WikiPDF glossary.

The WikiPDF presents short

definitions of all the rare words found on the selected journal article page and provides
links to the Wikipedia for comprehensive definitions. Each definition also includes a link
back to the glossary index so that additional definitions can be conveniently accessed.
Every WikiPDF glossary associated with a journal article has a traditional-looking
URL. This makes it easy and convenient for users to bookmark specific glossaries. It
also enables instructors or other users to include WikiPDF glossary references in an email
message or on a course-specific web site. So, for example, an instructor can email her
class a URL for the glossary associated with an assigned reading and her students can
then click on the URL in the email message and immediately open a browser to the
specified glossary.
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Achieving the Comprehensive Goal
When students or other researchers go to the WikiPDF web site to find a glossary
for a paper, they expect to find that glossary on the site. If the glossary isn’t found, they
will be less likely to return in the future. At the very least, they should find their paper of
interest in the WikiPDF index and have the opportunity to submit the original paper’s PDF.
This will result in the generation of a new glossary, which they can then use immediately
and which will serve others in the future. The “comprehensive” goal was met by first
providing an indexing structure encompassing the vast majority of all life sciences papers
published in recent history (generally, the last 5-10 years). Second, I strove to provide
WikiPDF glossaries for as many of these papers as possible, as soon as possible.
To meet the first of these “comprehensive” goals, I based the WikiPDF indexing
structure on the Medline/PubMed database of life sciences literature.

This database

contains information on 15 million papers published in 10,000 journals and is widely
accepted as the principal source of information for life science paper titles, authors, and
abstracts.
I wrote to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and they kindly provided the
WikiPDF with a license to use the Medline/PubMed database as an indexing method to
help users locate WikiPDF glossaries. Unfortunately, the Medline/PubMed database was
not provided in a format particularly suitable for searching.

The source database was

distributed as a set of approximately 600 eXtensible Markup Language (XML) data files.
These “flat” files contained all the information needed to produce an index, but the
information was coded in a way that made fast lookup very difficult. If the XML data were
used directly, every time a user searched for a particular article, the WikiPDF server would
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have to parse through several gigabytes of textual data to find the article of interest. The
“fast and efficient” section of this thesis describes several methods I used to speed up the
search process.
In addition to finding the article of interest in the WikiPDF index, users would also
like to find that the glossary itself exists on the WikiPDF web site. Although it is easy to
create new glossaries if the user has access to an article’s PDF, it requires additional time
and effort to submit the article and wait for the new glossary to be generated. Therefore,
once an article is submitted the information is stored in one of the WikiPDF databases so
future users can find the glossaries without having to re-submit the original PDF. The
database of glossaries grows each time WikiPDF is used and the success rate of finding a
desired glossary will increase over time.
Unfortunately, until a high percentage of the total number of papers has associated
glossaries in WikiPDF, users may get discouraged and fail to return to the WikiPDF web
site. To “seed” the web site with as many glossaries as possible, I created a set of web
spiders to collect free-access papers from the web, parse them for rare words, and
produce the associated glossaries. To date, I have been able to seed WikiPDF with 1.5
million individual glossaries using this technique – including a glossary for every page of
most articles from the 33 journals listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 WikiPDF Was Initially Seeded with Articles from these Journals
Issues Included in

Journal

WikiPDF

Age and Ageing

1993-2004

American Journal of Respiratory Cell and Molecular
Biology

1996-2004

Annals of Botany

2003-2004

Annals of Internal Medicine

1999-2004

Annals of Oncology

2003-2004

Annals of Surgical Oncology

1999-2004

Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases

1997-2004

Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and Vascular Biology

1998-2004

Biology of Reproduction

2003-2004

Biophysical Journal

2003-2004

Blood

2003-2004

BMJ

2003-2004

Briefings in Bioinformatics

2003-2004

Circulation

1999-2004

Circulation Research

1998-2004

Eukaryotic Cell

2002-2004

Hypertension

1999-2004

Infection and Immunity

1994-2004

Journal of Bacteriology

1995-2004
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Issues Included in

Journal

WikiPDF

Journal of Clinical Microbiology

1994-2004

Journal of the National Cancer Institute

1997-2004

Microbiology and Molecular Biology Reviews

1996-2004

Molecular and Cellular Biology

1995-2004

Proceedings of the National Academies of Sciences
(PNAS)

1966-2004

Stroke

1998-2004

The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition

1991-2004

The American Journal of Pathology

1999-2004

The American Journal of Psychiatry

1999-2004

The Biological Bulletin

2003-2004

The Journal of Cell Biology

1990-2004

The Journal of Clinical Investigation

1996-2004

The Journal of Experimental Medicine

1989-2004

The Journal of Virology

1995-2004

I selected the journals listed in Table 1 for the following reasons:
1. Articles from these journals were available for download from an “openaccess” web site that did not require a subscription.
2. I was able to determine the URL needed to access articles from these
journals from information in the Medline/Pubmed citations database. This
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enabled me to automate the download of many thousands of articles by
creating scripts tailored for each of these journals. A few of the journals
required that I parse HyperText Markup Language (HTML) from the web
index page for each issue, and from that index page I could associate
article URLs with the corresponding Pubmed citation.
Many other journals share these characteristics and, in the future, I hope to add
additional articles to WikiPDF using this automated approach.
I was careful to limit the resources consumed when interacting with each journal’s
web site. For example, I designed each spider to sleep for 60 seconds after any article
download to avoid stressing bandwidth usage on the site being accessed. In addition,
information from the Medline database was cleverly used to enable most spiders to
access a paper with a single HTML interaction. By contrast, a traditional user accessing
an article typically requires a dozen or more HTML interactions in this same 60 second
period as they must first navigate through the journal’s index pages and download several
images along the way to their paper (each image requires a separate HTML interaction).
By running 10-20 spiders at a time, each accessing a different journal’s web site, I was
able to download about 10,000 articles per day without stressing any individual journal’s
web site.
The NIH recently mandated that journal articles resulting from NIH-funded
research must be made publicly available as soon as practical (but no more than 12
months after publication)[National Institutes of Health, 2005].

This mandate has

encouraged many journals to provide public access to their archives after a suitable
waiting period.

Typically, published material is made available for public access for
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articles published from 1 to 6 years ago. This NIH mandate made it possible to seed the
WikiPDF with many articles from recent issues of the journals listed above, and many
more can be added in the future.

Achieving the Useful Goal
To achieve the “useful” goal, the WikiPDF must provide definitions of terms that
biology students might want to know. I assumed students and scientists are already
familiar with most common words; only rare and unusual words need to be defined in
WikiPDF glossaries. Therefore, I needed a method to separate the wheat from the chaff - to parse any journal article, identify common words that can be ignored, and identify rare
and unusual words that should be included in the customized glossary for that paper.
I selected the Wikipedia as the source encyclopedia for this project. It contains a
vast quantity of information spanning almost any conceivable subject and was written by a
loose confederacy of nearly 50,000 volunteers from all walks of life.

Therefore, to

determine which words are common and which are rare, I used the Wikipedia itself as a
statistical baseline of common English words.
I designed and implemented a program to catalog every appearance of every word
in the Wikipedia. I then used this program to parse 800,000 articles comprising the entire
English language edition of the Wikipedia. This program examined and catalogued 230
million individual words. After collecting this information, I analyzed the data to identify
which words appear often and which are rare. Two million unique words were found in
the Wikipedia, but only 7% appeared less than 3,000 times and were also the sole
heading of a Wikipedia article. These criteria identified the rare words whose definitions
will be included in a WikiPDF glossary whenever one is found in a submitted article.
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Achieving the Fast Goal
For users to have a satisfactory experience, WikiPDF glossaries must be returned
to browsers as quickly as possible after glossaries are requested. A goal of this project
was to return information to the user within 2-3 seconds of any request. The speed at
which results can be produced is a product of three factors: the speed of the hardware
hosting the WikiPDF web site, the efficiency of the software used to process the user’s
request, and the size of the pipe (the bandwidth) connecting the web server to the
Internet.
The first of these factors was relatively easy to meet, as it is now possible to
provide a reasonably fast computer on even a graduate student’s self-funded budget.
For this project, I purchased a computing platform consisting of:
•

A dual-processor system with two 2GHz Intel Xeon processors,

•

2 GB Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM), scalable up to 4GB as users
are added,

•

75 GB Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) storage for applications, and

•

512 GB Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) Redundant Array of
Inexpensive Disks (RAID) storage for the Wikipedia, Medline/PubMed, and
WikiPDF databases.

The second factor (software efficiency) was more difficult to produce, as it was not
as simple as purchasing an off-the-shelf solution. The primary design decision leading to
software efficiency on this task was to use relational database technology to store and
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retrieve all WikiPDF information.

The second design decision leading to an efficient

implementation was to host all reference materials on the local server. Principally, this
meant that the entire Wikipedia encyclopedia and the entire Medline/PubMed citations
database needed to be rehosted on the WikiPDF web server.
Hosting the Wikipedia on the local machine eliminates the need to connect to the
on-line Wikipedia as each glossary is produced. This was critical to performance of the
WikiPDF. If a 40-word glossary had to be created by referencing the Wikipedia web site
for each definition, a single glossary could take 20-30 seconds or more to produce, rather
than the 2-3 second target time. Each summary definition on a WikiPDF glossary also
includes a link to the full Wikipedia definition.

Requests for detailed definitions are

referred to the official Wikipedia web site to provide the most up-to-date information. I
assumed most users would be satisfied with the summary definitions and requests for
complete definitions would be rare.

If this is not true, it will be possible to expand the

WikiPDF to provide a full “mirror” of the Wikipedia. This enhancement would enable the
WikiPDF to service requests for detailed definitions of life science terms directly from the
WikiPDF site.
Data transformation also played a large role in reducing the time needed to
present results to the user.

Two key types of data transformation/optimization were

performed. The first type of data transformation involved the Wikipedia database. The
Wikipedia information is stored using a unique text-markup language created by the
Wikimedia foundation specifically for the Wikipedia.

PHP Hypertext Processor (PHP)

scripts on the Wikipedia web servers parse this markup text to produce standard
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) that is the lingua franca of Internet browsers.
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Unfortunately, the PHP scripts used to perform this transformation are not compatible with
the Java Servlets technology and the associated Apache Tomcat web container chosen
for the WikiPDF project. A set of tools was needed that would work in the context of the
Java Servlets technology on which the WikiPDF web site is based. I created a set of
utilities grouped into the WikiHTML java class (see APPENDIX A) to translate Wikipedia
markup to HTML using the Java programming language, rather than the PHP
programming language used by the Wikipedia project.
In the initial implementation of this project, the transformation from Wikipedia
markup to HTML was performed on the fly as each glossary entry was produced. Later, I
optimized this task by pre-processing each of the 800,000 English-language Wikipedia
articles to produce 1-3 paragraph summaries in HTML format. Each of these summaries
are now stored in a SQL database I developed specifically for the WikiPDF.

This data

transformation enables the WikiPDF to present glossary definitions on request without reparsing each article at the time of request.
A second technique used to reduce the time between a user request for data and
its delivery was to create cached indices at key points. These indices store results from
relatively time-consuming operations in data caches. If the same data are requested in
the future, results may be read from a cache rather than creating them from raw data.
One example of this technique is the MedlineSerialYears cache.

This cache

improves the response time when users select a journal and need to be presented with a
list of the years for which the Medline database contains article citations. The first time
any user requests this information for a particular journal, the WikipDF web server queries
the Medline/PubMed database to create a collection of every article ever published in that
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journal. Then, each article is examined, a list of publication years is extracted, and the
results are returned to the user. For a journal such as Nature, this database query will
return over 75,000 articles to examine and catalog. Before returning results to the user,
an entry is made in the MedlineSerialYears database to capture the years-of-publication
information. Future requests can then query the MedlineSerialYears table, resulting in far
less information to be collected and examined.

For the Nature example, a query to

MedlineSerialYears will return only 48 records, one for each year of publication, rather
than the 75,000 records in the original query. This cache significantly reduces the time
required to present users with the requested data (about 12 seconds in the former case
and 1-2 seconds in the latter). I used similar caching strategies in other areas to reduce
latencies in responding to user requests.
The final determinant of response time is the bandwidth provided between the web
server and the Internet. The WikiPDF web server is housed in the author’s home and
connected to the Internet via a high-speed Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connection. This
DSL connection provides over half the bandwidth of a T1 line at a significantly reduced
cost and provides adequate bandwidth for many thousands of users.

If the user

population grows significantly beyond these numbers, additional DSL bandwidth can be
purchased and load-balancing techniques can be employed to distribute usage across
additional WikiPDF servers.

Achieving the Cost-Effective Goal
One of this author’s personal goals was to minimize the out-of-pocket costs
required to implement this project.

To help enforce frugality, I personally funded all
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expenses on this project and established a budget of $1,000. The following costs were
incurred:
•

$500 for the web server (purchased as a close-out special from Dell),

•

$350 for storage add-ons (RAID array to house WikiPDF databases), and

•

$200 for 2 GigaBytes (GB) Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) at
$100/GB.

These purchases resulted in a relatively powerful web server at a cost in line with
my self-imposed budget. However, these costs only provided the hardware without any
associated software licenses. Traditionally, the cost of software to implement this type of
project would far outweigh the hardware costs. For example, using an IBM DB2 or Oracle
database (as used in the Berkeley BioText project) on a dual-processor Xeon computer
with a Microsoft Server operating system could cost $20,000 or more, depending on the
number of simultaneous users to be supported. To minimize the software costs, I relied
extensively on open-source software.

The following public domain/open-source tools

were critical to the success of the WikiPDF project:
•

Fedora Core Linux operating system

•

Apache Tomcat web server

•

Java programming language

•

MySQL relational database management system

•

Wikipedia encyclopedia

•

NIH Medline database
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•

Apache Commons utilities

•

PDFBox PDF parser

•

Tuckey URL Rewrite Filter

Custom programming tied these open-source tools together to create the WikiPDF
web site. Custom software I developed on this project is documented in appendices A-X.

Designing and Implementing the WikiPDF
Several distinct tasks were accomplished to design and implement the WikiPDF
project. These tasks included:
•

Selection, setup, and configuration of the hardware hosting the WikiPDF.

•

Porting the Wikipedia and Medline databases to the MySQL database used in
the WikiPDF.

•

Designing and implementing new database tables required to support the
WikiPDF.

•

Designing and implementing Java classes supporting database access and
WikiPDF glossary construction.

•

Designing and implementing the web-based user interface to the WikiPDF.
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Web Server Setup and Configuration
The first task in implementing this project was to set up and configure a web server
capable of storing all wikipdf.com content and providing this content on request to users
anywhere on the Internet. I purchased a dual-processor, Intel Xeon server from Dell to
serve as the basic hardware for this project. I also purchased two Serial ATA (SATA), 300
GB hard drives, along with a Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) controller. I
installed and configured the two hard drives and RAID controller to automatically duplicate
any data written on one drive to the 2nd hard drive. This redundancy enabled the system
to continue operating without data loss if either of the two disk drives crashed.
I installed Linux Fedora Core 3 on the server as the operating system for this
project. I then purchased the “wikipdf.com” domain name and configured a Domain Name
Server (DNS) so any user anywhere in the world will be directed to this particular server
whenever they type www.wikipdf.com into their web browser. Next, I installed an Apache
Tomcat web container to act as the web server and Java Servlet engine for the WikiPDF
web site.
Most web sites contain relatively static data and are best served by more
traditional web servers, such as the Apache httpd daemon or Microsoft Internet
Information Server (IIS). However, the WikiPDF web site is very dynamic; glossaries
delivered to end users do not exist until they are requested. Instead, they are created on
the fly based on information provided by the requestor and assembled at that instant from
information distributed across dozens of disparate WikiPDF databases.

I developed

programs to parse user-submitted text and the web server calls these programs to create
glossaries and construct the results pages presented to the user. I wrote the software
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performing these tasks in Java.

The Apache Tomcat web container was specifically

designed to serve dynamic web sites generated by Java server-side programs like those
used in the WikiPDF.
Finally, I installed the MySQL Relational DataBase Management System
(RDBMS).

SQL tables were created and populated to contain the entire Wikipedia

encyclopedia containing approximately 1 million individual articles. In addition, I modified
the Berkeley BioText tools to make them compatible with MySQL and used these tools to
upload the entire Medline/PubMed citations index into another set of MySQL relational
database tables. This basic configuration formed the basis on which I built the rest of this
project.

Parser and HTML Generator
Once the above databases were developed and populated, the main tasks that
remained were to generate scripts capable of producing the web pages serving as the
user interface for this project, along with the back-end software that would take the user’s
submitted text, produce the customized glossary, and return these results to the user in a
web-friendly format. I developed this software in the Java programming language and
used Java Server Pages (JSP) technology to generate the HTML code that is ultimately
delivered to a user’s web browser. Basic functions included:
•

Presenting an index structure from which the user can select any of over 15
million journal articles with a half-dozen clicks of the mouse.

•

Presenting a form from which the user can submit articles to be processed, if
the requested article had not previously been submitted to the WikiPDF.
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•

Parsing the submitted text to identify individual words.

•

Querying the wikiwords database to find words that meet the criteria of being
rare, but also appear as article titles in the Wikipedia.

•

Collecting and alphabetizing all words identified above.

•

Creating dynamic HTML pages “on-the-fly” to present alphabetized glossaries,
summary definitions, and links to full-text articles in the Wikipedia.

Relational Databse Design and Associated Java Classes
The WikiPDF is essentially a large collection of cross-indexed information with a
web server to provide the user interface. This information is stored in a set of Structured
Query Language (SQL) relational database tables. For the most part, the database tables
are normalized in what is known as third normal form [Codd, 1970]. Deviations from the
normalization process are identified in the individual table descriptions. Third normal form
requires that each relational database table contain a related collection of attributes. Each
row of the table is also required to have a primary key, which uniquely identifies that row
of the table. The other attributes in each row must depend solely on the single, primary
key of the table containing the data. Any associated data from another table is identified
with a foreign key whose value matches the primary key of the record whose data is being
referenced.
Another requirement for third normal form is that each row of any table contains
only a single atomic value for any particular attribute. For example, the citation for an
article may have several authors. Trying to store a set of N authors in the citations table
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would limit the number of authors any particular article could have and would violate the
third normal form requirement. Instead, a separate table was created to store authors,
with one author in each row of the table. A foreign key in the author table identifies the
article to which the author contributed. If an article has three authors, the author table will
contain three rows associated with that article. Each of these three rows will contain a
foreign key matching the journal article’s primary key.

This design eliminates any

restriction on the number of authors any particular article might have.
The BioText implementation of the Medline author table is not fully normalized, as
a unique primary key is not associated with each entry. To be truly 3rd normal form, the
author table should contain a unique set of authors, with a primary author key in each row.
A second cross-reference table could then be created with a set of foreign keys for both
authors and articles.

This would enable a single author in the author table to be

associated with multiple citations. However, the Medline XML data files do not provide
sufficient information to identify whether or not two authors with the same name are
actually the same person. To more efficiently represent data with this inherent limitation,
the BioText authors chose a shortcut to true normalization that slightly reduces the time
required to report the set of authors associated with a Medline citation.
In general, I designed every WikiPDF SQL table to contain two utility classes to
support data access. The first class is a simple Java bean capable of storing a single
record from the table. Each Java bean contains a collection of getter and setter methods
used to get or set individual record fields. The second class I associated with each
database table is a Data Access Object (DAO) containing the SQL statements needed to
store a record into the database or extract a record from the database.
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The DAO

methods typically take as an argument the corresponding Java bean object. Together,
these two classes provide the higher-level java classes with a convenient way to access
data from the various database tables.
The following sections describe each of the database tables that make up the
WikiPDF data storage architecture as well as the Java classes used to store data into the
tables or extract data from the tables. Each database table contains the following items:
•

Field – The name of the field being described.

•

Type – The type of data used to represent this field. Commonly-used types
include:

o

BigInt(20) – A large, 20-byte integer.

o

Blob – A variable-length string containing up to 65,536 characters.

o

Char(n) – A fixed-length string of n characters.

o

Date – A date string (year, month, and day)

o

Double – A 64-bit, double-precision floating point number.

o

Int(n) – An n-byte integer, can be signed or unsigned.

o

MediumBlob – An array of up to 224 characters.

o

Text – An array of up to 65,536 characters.

o

TinyBlob – An array of up to 255 characters.
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o

TinyInt – A 1-byte integer, signed or unsigned.

o

VarChar(n) – A variable-length character string that may contain up to
n characters.

•

Null – Indicates whether or not the field may contain null values.

•

Key – Indicates if the field is indexed for fast lookup.

Primary-key fields

(specified by “PRI”) are always indexed. Additional indices are created if an
entry contains “MUL” (for multiple key).
•

Default – Specifies a default value to use for the field when a new row is
added to the table.

•

Extra – Provides additional information associated with a field, such as “autoincrement” (usually associated with primary keys; causes a newly-created row
to contain a value one larger than the previous row).

Wiki Database
The wiki database stores all information from version 1.5 of the Wikipedia. The
Wikimedia project, a parent project to the Wikipedia, defines the SQL structure for these
tables. The Wikimedia project also distributes open-source database dumps that can
create the table structure and fill the tables with data from the Wikipedia. The reader is
encouraged to consult the Wikimedia web site at http://www.wikimedia.com for more
information on how this database is organized and how the Wikipedia data can be
uploaded to a local copy of the database.
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Although the Wikimedia project distributes the database tables and content, the
Wikimedia database access tools are written in the PHP programming language. It might
have been possible to incorporate these PHP tools into the WikiPDF project, but all other
WikiPDF code was developed in the Java programming language.

To maintain

consistency, I developed new java software to access data from the Wikipedia tables used
in this project. The relevant tables and associated Java classes are described below.

Wiki Page Table
Every topic in the Wikipedia has an entry in the page table. Although this is the
starting point for displaying the text associated with a topic, the page table does not
actually contain the article’s text. Rather, a set of pointers must be followed to find the
latest revision of a topic. Table 2 lists the full set of fields associated with each row of the
wiki page table. Of the 11 fields in this table, the WikiPDF makes use of five:
•

Page_id – The unique, primary key for this table.

Each row of the table has a

different page_id, and other Wikipedia tables use this key to identify a particular
topic.
•

Page_namespace – Topics in the Wikipedia are organized into various
namespaces. Only those topics in namespace zero represent true articles, the
other namespaces are used for other purposes, such as to discuss proposed
changes to a topic.

•

Page_title – The title of the page. For the WikiPDF project, this will match a
glossary word whenever the topic is included in a WikiPDF glossary.
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•

Page_is_redirect – Identifies pages that are redirected to other pages. In the
Wikipedia, a topic may be known by more than one title. One of these titles
becomes known as the master title for that topic, and all alternative titles are
redirected to the primary title. The pages that are redirected have this field set to
TRUE. Note, however, that this field cannot be relied on to identify all redirects as
I found a large number of redirects that were not so identified.

•

Page_latest – This is a foreign key into the wiki revisions table that identifies the
text associated with the latest revision of a topic. The wiki stores all revisions of
any topic and Wikipedia users can choose to revert a topic to a previous revision
if a user decides the current revision is not an improvement over an earlier
revision. This is the primary method used to clean up after Wikipedia vandals, as
it is easy to remove their vandalism by simply reverting to the earlier revision.

Table 2 Page Table from the Wiki Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

NULL

auto_increment

page_id

int(8) unsigned

NO

PRI

page_namespace

int(11)

NO

MUL

page_title

varchar(255)

NO

MUL

page_restrictions

tinyblob

NO

page_counter

bigint(20) unsigned

NO

0

page_is_redirect

tinyint(1) unsigned

NO

0

page_is_new

tinyint(1) unsigned

NO

0

page_random

double unsigned

NO

page_touched

char(14)

NO

page_latest

int(8) unsigned

NO

page_len

int(8) unsigned

NO
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MUL

MUL

I developed two java classes to facilitate access to the wiki page table:
•

WikiPageBean.java – A java bean defining a data structure that maps directly to
the data contained in a row of the wiki page table. This bean contains getter and
setter methods that can be used to access the various fields of the data structure.
This class is documented in APPENDIX B on page 105 of this thesis.

•

WikiPage.java – A Data Access Object (DAO) encapsulating the SQL commands
needed to connect to the wiki database and read data from the page table of this
database. The DAO methods return a WikiPageBean object as the result of a
query for a row of data from this database. The WikiPage class is documented in
APPENDIX C on page 110.

Wiki Revision Table
The wiki revision table stores information about a single revision of a Wikipedia
topic. Table 3 summarizes the information stored in a row of the wiki revision table. Of
the nine fields in this table, the WikiPDF uses only three:
•

Rev_id – The primary key for this table. The page_latest foreign key in the
wiki page table uses this rev_id to identify the revision associated with a page
of the Wikipedia.

•

Rev_page – A foreign key pointing back to the page table.

•

Rev_text_id – A foreign key pointing into the wiki text table identifying the
actual text associated with this revision.
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Table 3 Revision Table from the Wiki Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

NULL

auto_increment

rev_id

int(8) unsigned

NO

PRI

rev_page

int(8) unsigned

NO

PRI

rev_text_id

int(8) unsigned

NO

rev_comment

tinyblob

NO

rev_user

int(5) unsigned

NO

MUL

rev_user_text

varchar(255)

NO

MUL

rev_timestamp

char(14)

NO

MUL

rev_minor_edit

tinyint(1) unsigned

NO

0

rev_deleted

tinyint(1) unsigned

NO

0

0

I developed two java classes to support access to the wiki revision table:
•

WikiRevisionBean.java – A java bean that maps a java data structure to
the format of the wiki revision table. The java bean provides getter and
setter methods that can be used to individually access any field of the data
structure. An object instantiated from this class can be used to represent
one complete row of the wiki revision table. This class is documented in
APPENDIX D on page 120.

•

WikiRevison.java – A DAO encapsulating logic to connect to the wiki
database and containing the SQL code necessary to retrieve data from the
wiki revision table.

WikiRevisionBeans are used to return to the caller
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individual rows from the table.

This class is documented in APPENDIX E

on page 125.

Wiki Text Table
The wiki text table contains the actual text for a Wikipedia article. Version 1.5 of
the Wikipedia was the first version published after a major redesign of the Wikipedia data
structures. This version of the text table resembles the table defined in the previous
version, so the data field names summarized in Table 4 represent this transition version of
the table.

A future upgrade will presumably replace this table with a new design in

keeping with the remainder of the enhancements made to the Wikipedia. WikiPDF uses
two fields from this table:
•

Old_id – The primary key for each row of the table. The rev_text_id field of the
revision table points to this key to identify the text associated with a revision.

•

Old_text – The text of a Wikipedia article. This text is formatted using a wiki
markup language developed by members of the Wikimedia foundation to
support the Wikipedia. It was designed to be compact and enable markup
features to be identified with a minimum number of characters.

It is an

extension to the standard HTML markup language and contains markup tags
that correspond to most (but not all) HTML tags. Unfortunately, while all HTML
tags are enclosed in ‘<’ and ‘>’ brackets, the Wikipedia markup has no such
delimiters, and this complicates parsing of this markup language. I created a
WikiHTML class to support translation of Wikipedia markup to standard HTML.
This class does not support a full and complete translation, as that would have
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been a major undertaking far outside the scope of the WikiPDF project.
However, I found it to be generally sufficient in representing the 2-3 paragraph
summaries of Wikipedia articles that comprise the WikiPDF glossaries.
Table 4 Text Table from the Wiki Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

old_id

int(8) unsigned

NO

PRI

NULL

auto_increment

old_text

mediumblob

NO

old_flags

tinyblob

NO

While most SQL tables used in the WikiPDF are supported by a pair of java
classes (a java bean and a DAO), this table required only a single supporting class.
Because data retrieved from the wiki text table are simple text strings, a java bean class
was not required. The WikiText class represents the DAO used to encapsulate SQL code
needed to connect to the wiki database and extract text from the wiki text table. This
class is documented in APPENDIX F on page 132.

WikiWords Database
The ultimate goal of the WikiPDF project was to identify rare and unusual words
from any arbitrary text submitted by a user, and to use these rare words to generate a
custom glossary providing definitions of each word.

To determine which words were

common, and which were rare, I used the Wikipedia itself as a source of information. I
wrote the WikiWordsInWiki program to extract each word from every article in the
Wikipedia encyclopedia and count the number of times each of these words appeared. I
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stored the results from this task in a MySQL database so future queries could identify the
rare and unusual words that should be included in journal article glossaries.
This analysis identified 229,953,077 individual words in the encyclopedia;
1,889,352 of which were unique. One should note that the Wikipedia is created, edited,
and maintained by volunteers.

Misspellings are common in many articles and these

misspelled words are counted as unique variations in the numbers presented above.
Over half of the unique words (968,558) appeared only once in the entire encyclopedia
and many of these were either misspelled words or non-words in the traditional sense.
The most common words found in the Wikipedia were several articles and
prepositions, (see Table 5). One of every five words in the entire encyclopedia was one of
the top-10 words summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 Top 10 Words Found in the Wikipedia
Word

Instances
Found

1

the

14,051,285

6.11%

2

of

8,347,360

3.63%

3

and

5,412,165

2.35%

4

in

5,243,735

2.28%

5

a

4,453,999

1.94%

6

to

3,816,416

1.66%

7

is

2,838,349

1.23%

8

was

1,789,080

0.78%

9

for

1,716,649

0.75%

10

as

1,538,366

0.67%

Rank
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% Of Total

For a word to be considered rare, I used a somewhat arbitrary decision point: If a
word appeared less than 3,000 times in the Wikipedia, it was considered rare. Of the 230
million total words in the Wikipedia, 192 million (83%) were common and the remaining
17% were considered rare. However, the vast majority of unique words were rare. Only
6,733 of the nearly 2 million unique words appeared more than 3,000 times in the
Wikipedia, all the remaining words were considered rare.
The wikiwords database contains a single table, the words table (Table 6).

I

designed this table specifically for the WikiPDF and it contains the following fields:
•

Word_id – The primary key used to uniquely identify each entry in the table.

•

Word – The single word whose information is described by the other fields of
this table.

•

Word_count – Counts the number of times this word appeared in the
Wikipedia.

•

Word_rank – This field was originally intended to represent the rank of the
word in terms of how often the word appeared in the Wikipedia. However, it
turned out the word_count field was sufficient for this purpose.

•

Wiki_page_id – Identifies the Wikipedia topic to be used to provide a
definition of this word. This is a foreign key referencing the page_id field of
the wiki page table containing the topic article. This field is null if a topic
matching this word does not exist in the Wikipedia.
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•

Wiki_text_id – A foreign key referencing the old_id field of the wiki text table
identifying the latest revision of the wiki text providing the full definition of this
topic in the Wikipedia.

•

Wiki_html – A pre-processed version of HTML markup representing the
summary definition to be presented to the user in any WikiPDF glossaries
containing this word.

This information was translated from the Mediawiki

markup language to HTML during a pre-processing phase to speed delivery
of WikiPDF glossaries to end users.
Table 6 Words Table from the WikiWords Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra
auto_increment

word_id

int(11)

NO

PRI

NULL

word

varchar(63)

YES

MUL

NULL

word_count

bigint(20)

YES

MUL

NULL

word_rank

int(11)

YES

NULL

wiki_page_id

int(8) unsigned

YES

NULL

wiki_text_id

int(8) unsigned

YES

NULL

wiki_html

text

YES

NULL

I created three java classes to support data access from the words table:
•

WikiWordsBean.java – A java bean declaring a java data structure
mapped to the contents of the words table and providing a collection of
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getter and setter methods to access individual fields from a single row of
the table. This class is documented in APPENDIX G on page 137.
•

WikiWords.java – A DAO that encapsulates the SQL statements needed
to connect to the wikiwords database and access data from the words
table. This class is documented in APPENDIX H on page 142.

•

WikiWordsInWiki.java – A stand-alone application. Its purpose was to
load the words database with the full set of words found in the Wikipedia,
count the number of times each word appeared, and create the HTML
version of each glossary definition for words that also appear as topics in
the Wikipedia. This application is documented in APPENDIX I on page
154.

Medline Database
The complete Medline database contained 47 gigabytes of data spread across 22
different tables.

The WikiPDF web site referenced only a subset of these tables.

However, the WikiPDF server contained the fully populated database, so this information
is available and could be used in any future expansion of the WikiPDF project. Most of
the Medline tables were populated using a set of tools provided by the Berkeley BioText
project; exceptions are noted below. Only four of the 22 Medline tables were referenced
by the WikiPDF web site:
•

Medline_serials – Contained a list of the journals referenced in the
medline_citations table.

This was used by the WikiPDF in the indexing

structure used to locate WikiPDF glossaries. I created a program to populate
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this table as the medline_serials table was not included in the standard
Medline XML data distribution from NIH and the BioText tools did not address
this table.
•

Medline_serial_sears – I developed this table specifically for the WikiPDF
project. Its purpose was to reduce the time required to generate an index of
the years in which articles were present in the Medline database for a
particular journal.

•

Medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue – This is another optimization table I
created for this project. It stored the year, volume, and issue for each article
present in the Medline database to reduce the time required to generate
WikiPDF indices.

•

Medline_Citation – Stored the collection of citations for over 15 million
journal articles. The WikiPDF extracted data from this table to create the list
of articles when a specific issue of a journal was selected by the user. This
data was also used to present the title and abstract of each article at the top
of each WikiPDF glossary.

•

Medline_Author – Contained the list of authors referenced in any Medline
citation.

Medline_Serials Table
The Medline_Serials table (Table 7) contained one entry for each journal in the
Medline database. This database was used primarily to produce the index structure for
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users to access WikiPDF glossaries. The first step in finding a WikiPDF glossary was to
select the journal containing the paper whose glossary was to be produced.

The

“first_letter” and “second_letter” fields of the Medline_Serials table were used to efficiently
produce the alphabetical lists by which journals were organized in the WikiPDF index.
The “serial_name” field was displayed after selecting the first and second letters and the
user was invited to click on the desired journal.
Each row of the Medline_Serials table contained the following attributes that
together described one journal in the Medline citations database:
•

Serials_id - The primary key for the Medline_Serials table. Each entry of the
table contained a different, unique serials_id. This was an auto_increment
field,

so

the

Relational

DataBase

Management

System

(RDBMS)

automatically generated this key each time a new row was inserted into the
table.
•

Title_abbreviation – A short (40-character) abbreviation of the journal’s title.

•

Serial_ind – Indicated whether or not this serial was included in the Medline
index (was not used by WikiPDF).

•

Serial_name – The long (80-character) title of the journal.

•

Publication_first_year – The first year of publication for the journal.
Although the table contained this data, it was found to be an unreliable
source for determining the range of years for Medline journal citations and
therefore was not used in the WikiPDF project.
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•

Publication_end_year – The last year of publication for the journal (not used
in WikiPDF).

•

Acid_free_yn – “y” indicated the journal was published on acid-free paper,
while “n” indicated it was not (this field was not used in the WikiPDF).

•

Continuation_notes – A set of notes describing this journal (not used by
WikiPDF).

•

Issn_print – The 8-digit International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) that
uniquely identified the print version of a particular publication.

•

Issn_electronic – The 8-digit ISSN that uniquely identified the electronic
version of a particular publication.

•

Nlm_unique_id – A National Library of Medicine (NLM) unique ID. All other
Medline tables that needed to identify a particular journal referenced this key,
rather than the serials_id primary key.

This was a slight deviation from the

standard third normal form, but was useful because the NLM ensured the key
was unique and they ensured consistency for all references to each journal.
By contrast, the serials_id primary key could change from one database
implementation to another and using the serials_id key would require one to
update all references whenever the database was rehosted to a new
RDBMS.
•

First_letter – The first letter of the journal. I added this field to the WikiPDF
to optimize the creation of indices used to search for a particular journal.
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•

Second_letter – The second letter of the journal. WikiPDF uses this as a
2nd-level index for users to use when searching for a journal.

Like the

first_letter field, this field was not included in the original BioText
medline_serials table.
Table 7 Medline_Serials Table
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

serials_id

int(4) unsigned

NO

PRI

NULL

auto_increment

title_abbreviation

varchar(40)

YES

MUL

NULL

serial_ind

varchar(8)

YES

NULL

serial_name

varchar(80)

YES

NULL

publication_first_year

varchar(8)

YES

NULL

publication_end_year

varchar(8)

YES

NULL

acid_free_yn

char(1)

YES

NULL

continuation_notes

varchar(255)

YES

NULL

issn_print

varchar(9)

YES

MUL

NULL

issn_electronic

varchar(9)

YES

MUL

NULL

nlm_unique_id

varchar(20)

YES

MUL

NULL

first_letter

char(1)

YES

MUL

NULL

second_letter

char(1)

YES

MUL

NULL

I created two java classes to support access to this table from a Java program:
•

MedlineSerialsBean.java - A Java bean defining a Java object containing
discrete data for each medline_serials database field, along with getter and
setter methods to retrieve individual fields from the bean or set individual
fields to a specified value.

The javadoc and source code for the

MedlineSerialsBean can be found in APPENDIX J on page 162.
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•

MedlineSerials.java - A Data Access Object (DAO) encapsulating the
MySQL database calls used to establish a connection to the Medline
database and retrieve Medline Serials data from the database, or to store
new records into the database. The javadoc and source code for this class
can be found in APPENDIX K on page 168.

Medline_Serial_Years Table
Medline_Serial_Years was a small table used to optimize presentation of journal
index entries. Medline_Serial_Years contained three fields (Table 8):
•

Serial_years_id – The primary key used to uniquely identify each record of
the table.

•

Nlm_unique_id – The NLM ID that identified a particular journal in the
Medline database.

•

Year – Listed a year in which the journal identified by the nlm_unique_id field
was published.

A particular journal/year combination should appear only

once in the entire table. This restriction was enforced by the Java access
classes, not by the database itself
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Table 8 Medline_Serial_Years Table
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

serial_years_id

int(4) unsigned

NO

PRI

NULL

auto_increment

nlm_unique_id

varchar(20)

YES

MUL

NULL

year

varchar(4)

YES

NULL

Initially, this table was empty. The first time a user clicked on a journal in the
WikiPDF index, a check was made to see if data for this journal existed in the
medline_serial_years table. If so, publication years were extracted from the table and
presented to the user as a web page. However, if no data existed in the table, a query
was made to the medline_citations table to extract every citation from the journal in
question. Each citation was examined, and a unique set of publication years was then
obtained. This was a relatively slow process, so after performing this task for the first
time, the information was written to the medline_serial_years table to optimize future
requests for this data.
Approximately once each quarter, I updated the WikiPDF to add new
Medline/Pubmed citations from the NIH. Each of these quarterly updates could potentially
add new publication years to various journals. Therefore, the medline_serial_years table
was flushed whenever a new set of data was added to the medline_citations database.
Subsequent to each quarterly update, the first user to access data from a particular
journal would cause the medline_serial_years cache to be refilled, and all future users
would then be able to read data from the cache. A future enhancement to the WikiPDF
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could use a program to re-populate this table with a full set of data whenever the
medline_citations database is updated.
Access to this table is provided by the MedlineSerialYears Java class, which is
documented in APPENDIX L on page 183.

Medline_NLMID_Year_Vol_Issue Table
The medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table is another table I added to WikiPDF to
optimize response time. The medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table contained one entry for
each issue of journal, and included the following data (Table 9):
•

Nlmid_year_vol_issue_id – The primary key that uniquely identified each
entry in the table.

•

Nlm_unique_id – Identified the journal whose year, volume, and issue were
being stored.

•

Pub_data_year – The year of publication for this issue.

•

Pub_date_month – The month the issue was published.

•

Pub_date_day – The day the issue was published.

•

Volume – The volume number associated with the issue.

•

Issue – The issue number.
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Table 9 Medline_NLMID_Year_Vol_Issue Table
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra
auto_increment

nlmid_year_vol_issue_id

int(11)

NO

PRI

NULL

nlm_unique_id

varchar(20)

YES

MUL

NULL

pub_date_year

varchar(4)

YES

MUL

NULL

volume

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

issue

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

pub_date_month

varchar(20)

YES

NULL

pub_date_day

char(2)

YES

NULL

I

developed

two

java

classes

to

access

data

from

the

medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table:
•

MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssueBean.java – This java bean was a data
structure that mapped to one row of the medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table
and provided a set of getter and setter methods to access the individual
elements of the data structure. This class is documented in APPENDIX M on
page 190,

•

MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue.java – A DAO that encapsulated the SQL
database

access

code

to

store

medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table.

and

retrieve

data

from

the

Individual rows were returned as

MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssueBeans. This class is documented in APPENDIX
N on page 195.
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Medline_Citation Table
The medline_citation table was the principal table in the Medline database. This
was a large table -- each row stored one of the 15 million journal citations found in
Medline.

Its format was determined by the Berkeley BioText project, and tools

developed by that project were used to load the NIH Medline XML data files into the
database. Only a subset of the 37 fields in this database were used by WikiPDF:
•

Pmid – The primary identifier for a Medline article. This was the primary key
for this table, and was referenced by several other Medline database tables
whenever an entry in those tables needed to identify a Medline article.

•

Nlm_unique_id – A foreign key into the medline_serials table identifying the
journal in which the article appeared.

•

Volume – The volume in which the article was published.

•

Issue – The issue in which the article was published.

•

Pub_date_year – The year of publication of the journal in which the article
appeared.

•

Pub_date_month – The month of publication of the journal in which the
article appeared.

•

Pub_date_day – The day of the month for the issue in which the article
appeared.

•

Article_title – The title of the article.
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•

Medllin_pgn – The start and end pages on which the article could be found,
separated by a dash.

•

Abstract_text – A summary of the article.

Table 10 Medline_Citation Table
Field

Type

Null

Key
PRI

Default

pmid

int(11)

NO

date_created

date

NO

0000-00-00

date_completed

date

YES

NULL

date_revised

date

YES

NULL

issn

varchar(9)

YES

volume

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

issue

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

pub_date_year

varchar(4)

YES

pub_date_month

varchar(20)

YES

NULL

pub_date_day

char(2)

YES

NULL

pub_date_season

varchar(10)

YES

NULL

medline_date

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

journal_print_yn

char(1)

YES

NULL

coden

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

journal_title

text

YES

NULL

iso_abbreviation

varchar(50)

YES

NULL
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MUL

MUL

0

NULL

NULL

Extra

Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

article_title

text

NO

start_page

varchar(10)

YES

NULL

end_page

varchar(10)

YES

NULL

medline_pgn

varchar(100)

YES

NULL

abstract_text

text

YES

NULL

copyright_info

text

YES

NULL

article_affiliation

text

YES

NULL

article_author_list_comp_yn

char(1)

YES

Y

data_bank_list_comp_yn

char(1)

YES

Y

grantlist_complete_yn

char(1)

YES

Y

vernacular_title

text

YES

NULL

date_of_electronic_publication

date

YES

NULL

elec_pub_official_date_yn

char(1)

YES

N

country

varchar(50)

YES

NULL

medline_ta

text

NO

nlm_unique_id

varchar(20)

YES

xml_file_name

text

NO

number_of_references

int(11)

YES

NULL

keyword_list_owner

varchar(30)

YES

NULL

citation_owner

varchar(30)

YES

NLM

citation_status

varchar(50)

YES

NULL
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MUL

NULL

Extra

I developed two Java classes to support data access from the medline_citation
table:
•

MedlineCitationBean.java – A java bean that mapped a data structure to the
medline_citation table and provided getter and setter methods to access
individual fields of the data structure (APPENDIX O).

•

MedlineCitation.java – A Java Data Access Object (DAO) that encapsulated
the SQL database calls required to read citations from the medline_citation
table. Individual rows from the table were returned as MedlineCitationBeans
(APPENDIX P).

Medline_Author Table
Each row of the medline_author table stored information on one author of a journal
article. The article associated with each author was identified by a pmid foreign key. The
medline_author table violated the 3rd normal form for best-practice database design
because the table had no primary key, and a single author could appear multiple times in
the table. However, there was no reasonable way to guarantee that two authors with the
same name, authoring two different papers, were actually the same person. Combining
author names and affiliations could disambiguate many duplicates, but would miss some
who changed jobs between publication dates. Given the NIH source data limitations, the
Berkeley BioText project made a reasonable decision to not fully normalize the author
data and I used the same design for WikiPDF.
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Each row of the medline_author table had several data fields. Eight fields were
used in the WikiPDF:
•

Pmid – The primary ID identifying the article associated with this author.

•

Last_name – The author’s last name.

•

Fore_Name – The author’s fore-name.

•

First_name – The first name of the author.

•

Middle_name – The author’s middle name.

•

Initials – The author’s initials.

•

Suffix – The author’s suffix (e.g. Sr, Jr, etc.)

•

Affiliation – The name of the institution with which the author was
affiliated when he or she wrote the paper.

The full set of fields associated with each author is itemized in Table 11.
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Table 11 Medline_Author Table
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default Extra

MUL

0

pmid

int(11)

NO

last_name

text

YES

NULL

fore_name

varchar(50)

YES

NULL

first_name

varchar(50)

YES

NULL

middle_name

varchar(50)

YES

NULL

initials

varchar(10)

YES

NULL

suffix

varchar(10)

YES

NULL

affiliation

text

YES

NULL

collective_name

text

YES

NULL

dates_associated_with_name

text

YES

NULL

name_qualifier

text

YES

NULL

other_information

text

YES

NULL

title_associated_with_name

text

YES

NULL

I developed two Java classes to facilitate access to the medline_author table:
•

MedlineAuthorsBean.java – A java bean that mapped a data structure to
the medline_author table and provided getter and setter methods to access
each element of the data structure (APPENDIX Q).

•

MedlineAuthors.java – A DAO that encapsulated the SQL code required to
access the medline_authors database. Individual rows from this DAO were
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returned in the form of MedlineAuthorsBeans, and an iterator was provided to
return each of the authors associated with a single article (APPENDIX R).

WikiPDF Database
I created a WikiPDF database with a set of tables to store information on journal
articles and individual sections of various life-science books. This database contained
four separate tables:
•

The Articles table stored information on an article from a journal.

•

The Books table stored general information about a book.

•

The Book_Chapters table stored information on individual chapters of a book.

•

The Book_Sections table stored information on the sections of a chapter.

•

The Book_Full_Text table stored the information needed to generate a
WikiPDF glossary based on the set of rare words found in the full text of a
single section of a book.

The following sections describe each of these MySQL database tables and their
associated Java classes.

Articles Table
The WikiPDF articles table stored each page of an article in its own row of the
table. This text was used to generate the glossary when requested. The articles table
(Table 12) contained the following fields:
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•

Article_id – The primary key for the table.

•

Medline_pmid – A foreign key pointing to an article in the Medline citation
database.

•

Article_text – The text from one page of the article. This field needed only
to store the rare and unusual words found on the page, as these are the
only words that were reported in a glossary.

•

Page – The page number (1..n) of the article.

Table 12 Articles Table from the WikiPDF Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

article_id

int(10) unsigned

NO

PRI

NULL

auto_increment

medline_pmid

int(11)

YES

MUL

NULL

article_text

text

YES

NULL

page

int(10) unsigned

YES

NULL

I developed two Java classes to access data from the articles table:
•

WikiPdfArticleBean – A Java bean that mapped a data structure to the
articles table and provided getter and setter methods to access each
element of the table (APPENDIX S).

•

WikiPdfArticles – A DAO encapsulating the SQL statements required to
connect to the WikiPDF database as well as store and retrieve data from
the Articles table (APPENDIX T).
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Books Table
The WikiPDF books table stored information needed to identify a specific book.
The books table (Table 13) contained the following fields:
•

Book_id – The primary key for the table.

•

Book_title - The title of the book.

•

Book_edition – The edition number of the book.

•

Book_year – The year the book was published.

•

Book_image – A URL identifying an image of the cover of the book.

•

Book_publisher – The name of the book’s publisher.

•

Book_copyright – The date the book was copyrighted.

Table 13 Books Table from the WikiPDF Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra

book_id

int(11)

NO

PRI

NULL

auto_increment

book_title

varchar(255)

YES

MUL

NULL

book_edition

varchar(16)

YES

NULL

book_year

varchar(8)

YES

NULL

book_image

varchar(255)

YES

NULL

book_publisher

varchar(80)

YES

NULL

book_copyright

varchar(255)

YES

NULL
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I developed a single Java class for the WikiPDF books table:
•

WikiPDFBooks.java – This class combined a data structure mapped to
the contents of the WikiPDF books table with a DAO to access the contents
of the table (APPENDIX U). In retrospect, I should have split this class into
two classes (a java bean for the data structure and a DAO for the SQL
logic), but I developed this class relatively early in the WikiPDF project and
later standardized on the Java bean/DAO architecture.

Book_Chapters Table
Information from each chapter of a book was captured in the WikiPDF
book_chapters table (Table 14), which contained the following fields:
•

Chapter_id – The primary key for the table.

•

Book_id – A foreign key pointing to an entry in the WikiPDF books table
identifying the book with which this chapter is associated.

•

Chapter_number – The number of the chapter.

•

Chapter_title – The title of the chapter.

•

Start_pg – The book page number on which the chapter starts.

•

End_pg – The number of the last page of the chapter.
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Table 14 Book_Chapters Table from the WikiPDF Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra
auto_increment

chapter_id

int(11)

NO

PRI

NULL

book_id

int(11)

NO

MUL

0

chapter_number

int(2)

YES

MUL

NULL

chapter_title

varchar(255)

YES

NULL

start_pg

varchar(20)

YES

NULL

end_pg

varchar(20)

YES

NULL

Like the WikiPDF books table, I developed only a single class to support access to
data from the book_chapters table:
•

WikiPDFBookChapters.java – Incorporated both a data structure mapped
to the book_chapters table and the SQL logic to read and write information
from/to the table (APPENDIX V).

Book_Sections Table
Each row of the WikiPDF book_sections table (Table 15) stored information about
one section of a chapter and contained the following fields:
•

Section_id – The primary key for the table.

•

Book_id – A foreign key pointing to a row of the WikiPDF books table
identifying the book with which this section information was associated.
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•

Chapter_id – A foreign key pointing to a row of the WikiPDF chapters table
identifying the chapter with which the section was associated.

•

Section_number – The number of this section.

•

Section_title – The title of the section.

•

Section_start_pg – The first page of the section.

•

Section_end_pg – The last page of the section.

•

Full_text_link – A foreign key pointing to the WikiPDF book_full_text table
identifying the text associated with this section of the book (or, at least, the
rare words found in the section).

Table 15 Book_Sections Table from the WikiPDF Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra
auto_increment

section_id

int(11)

NO

PRI

NULL

book_id

int(11)

NO

MUL

0

chapter_id

int(11)

NO

MUL

0

section_number

int(2)

YES

MUL

NULL

section_title

varchar(255)

YES

NULL

section_start_pg

varchar(20)

YES

NULL

section_end_pg

varchar(20)

YES

NULL

full_text_link

varchar(255)

YES

NULL
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Like the WikiPDF books and book_chapters tables, the book_sections table was
supported by a single Java class:
•

WikiPdfBookSections.java – Combined a data structure mapped to the
WikiPDF book_sections table and a DAO containing the SQL logic to read
and write data to this table (APPENDIX W).

Book_Full_Text Table
The last database table used in this project was the WikiPDF book_full_text table
(Table 16). Each row of this table stored the text (or rare words from the text) of a single
section from a book and contained the following fields:
•

Full_text_id – The primary key for this table.

•

Section_id – A foreign key pointing to a row of the WikiPDF book_sections
table identifying the section with which this text was associated.

•

Full_text – The text (or list of rare words) from one section of a book. This
text was used to create the WikiPDF glossary for a section of a book.

Table 16 Book_Full_Text Table from the WikiPDF Database
Field

Type

Null

Key

Default

Extra
auto_increment

full_text_id

int(11)

NO

PRI

NULL

section_id

int(11)

NO

MUL

0

full_text

mediumtext

YES

NULL
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Like the other WIkiPDF book-related database tables, this table was supported by
a single Java class:
•

WikiPdfBookFullText.java – Contained a data structure mapped to the
fields of the book_full_text database table, along with the SQL logic
required to read and write data from/to the table (APPENDIX X).

WikiPDF Java Server Pages (JSPs)
The main WikiPDF process consisted of a set of Java Server Pages (JSPs) that
were invoked by the Apache Tomcat web container based on user requests.

I

programmed a Tukey URL rewrite filter to call an appropriate JSP program based on the
type of request selected by the user. I programmed each JSP to extract data from various
database(s) using the appropriate DAOs, process the resulting Javabean collections, and
create HTML web pages summarizing the results.
A typical user session started with a WikiPDF home page. As the user clicked on
various URLs, a sequence of progressively more refined web pages were returned until
the user selected a specific article whose glossary was desired.

At that point, the

WikiPDF JSP made a final request on the medline_citations, wiki_words, WikiPDF
articles, and various Wikipedia databases to retrieve the list of rare and unusual words
associated with an article and generated the final glossary containing definitions of those
words.

The sequence diagram in Figure 1 summarizes this process and the following

chapter presents an example to further clarify how the server processes user inputs to
produce a desired glossary.
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Figure 1 WikiPDF Sequence Diagram
Interactions between a user and the WikiPDF web server involved a
sequence of messages sent from the user’s browser to the server. Data
from various WikiPDF databases were then formatted into a standard web
page and returned to the user’s browser.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Journal Example
The WikiPDF web site can be accessed at the URL http://www.wikipdf.com. The
home page for the site is shown in Figure 2. The primary feature of the home page is a
set of links to the first letter of a desired scientific journal. Clicking on the first letter of the
journal begins the first of a series of six mouse clicks that result in presentation of a
glossary for the first page of a selected article.

Figure 2 WikiPDF Home Page
The WikiPDF home page has menu options to select a glossary by
browsing for a journal article, browsing an on-line textbook, or submitting a
custom PDF.
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This example describes how a new article is submitted to the WikiPDF and
demonstrates the glossary pages produced with such a submission. This demonstration
uses a Nature article published in December 2004 titled “Rubisco without the Calvin cycle
improves the carbon efficiency of developing green seeds” [Schwender, 2004].

This

article is published in Nature, so the user selects “N” on the WikiPDF home page, and
then “Na” on the page that follows (Figure 3).
This will cause the WikiPDF to perform a database query on the medline_serials
table requesting all journals that begin with the letters “Na”, and create a web page with
this set of journals coded as hyperlinked titles. As Figure 4 shows, there are 73 journals
listed in the Medline database that begin with these two letters. Nature is number 64 in
this list.

Figure 3 Selecting a Journal
A journal is selected by first choosing the first two letters of the journal
name.
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Figure 4 Journals Whose Names Begin with "Na"
Nature is the 64th journal beginning with the letters “Na”
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Selecting the “Nature” hyperlink in Figure 4 triggers the WikiPDF server to perform
a database query requesting all years in which one or more articles were published. If this
information was previously cached in the medline_serial_years table, the data are quickly
presented. If not, a full set of all Nature articles will be selected from the medline_citation
table and each will be examined to derive a unique set of publication years. The result in
either case will be the same, and the server presents the information as a new set of
hyperlinks from which the user can select a desired year of publication. For this example,
publication years for the journal Nature are shown in Figure 5.
The article of interest was published in 2004, so the user selects that entry from
the list. This selection results in an HTML request being sent back to the WikiPDF web
server and a query is made against the medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table. This query
returns a list of every volume and issue for the specified journal and year of publication.
The server formats these results to produce a web page similar to the one shown in
Figure 6. Note that the web page in Figure 6 has been scrolled down to the bottom of the
page, where the issue for this example can be found (so, the banner information is not
visible).
The “Year, Volume, and Issue” page (Figure 6) is constructed to contain yet
another set of hyperlinks, which identify a particular issue of the journal in which the article
of interest was published. In this example, the article was published in issue 7018 (Dec 9,
2004), so the user clicks on that issue and once again an HTML message is sent to the
WikiPDF web server with this added information.
The user has now made five mouse clicks and the WikiPDF web server has
narrowed down the list of potential articles from a starting total of over 15 million to the few
dozen articles from a single issue of a journal.
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The server can now query the

medline_citation table of the Medline database to request citations for all articles
published in that issue of the selected journal. The title and page number of each citation
are returned in a list, and the web server iterates through the list to create a web page
containing this information (Figure 7). The page displayed in Figure 7 has been scrolled
down to the bottom, where the article of interest is located. This time, a hyperlink is
associated with each article published in the selected issue of the journal. Selecting the
page number for the article of interest once again results in an HTML message being
returned to the WikiPDF server. This time, the message identifies a specific article for
which a glossary is being requested.

Figure 5 The Journal Nature: Years of Publication
After

selecting

a

journal,

the

WikiPDF

server

queries

the

medline_serial_years table to determine all publication years for the
selected journal.
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Figure 6 Year, Volume, and Issue Page
When the user clicks on a publication year, the WikiPDF server queries the
medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue table to create a list of all issues of the
selected journal for that year.
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Figure 7 A List of Articles from One Issue of a Journal
After selecting a particular issue, the server queries the medline_citation
table to create a list of all articles in the requested issue.
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The WikiPDF server now makes another query on the medline_citation table to
extract all relevant information about the article, including title, journal information
(volume, issue, page numbers), and an abstract.

Two additional queries are then

performed. First, the article’s primary key is used to request from the medline_author
table a list of all authors associated with this article, which are displayed along with the
other citation information (Figure 8). The final query is made to the WikiPDF articles table
to determine if this article has previously been submitted to the WikiPDF web site. If so,
the list of rare words is extracted and a glossary is presented to the user.

Figure 8 Medline Citation for a Selected Article
The server queries the medline_citation table to obtain the article title,
abstract, and publication information. The medline_author table provides
the corresponding list of authors.
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In this example (Figure 8), no users have previously requested this article. So,
instead of seeing the hoped-for glossary, the user is instead presented with a form
requesting that the he or she upload the article if it is available in PDF format. If the user
has access to the article, he (or she) clicks the “Browse” button, which presents a
traditional file browser. The user then browses their local file system, selects the file, and
finally, presses “Submit” to submit the article to the WikiPDF web site. At this point, the
WikiPDF web server returns a thank-you message to the user, along with a newly
generated link to the requested glossary (Figure 9).

Figure 9 "Thank You" Message
After submitting an article to the WikiPDF web site, users are thanked for
their submission and provided with a link taking them to the requested
glossary.
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Clicking on the glossary link presents the desired glossary (Figure 10).

Figure 10 WikiPDF Glossary Page
The glossary page repeats the citation data, provides statistics on how
many words were analyzed and how many were found to be rare and
unusual, and presents an alphabetized index with links to definitions for
each rare word from the first page of the article.
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For this particular article, the presented glossary is one of four separate glossaries
developed exclusively for the requested article. The sample article spans four pages of
the journal, so four separate glossaries are created, each tailored to the contents of one
article page. The glossary for the 4th page of the sample article is shown in Figure 12.
Clicking any word in a glossary takes the user to the portion of the page containing
a short description of the selected term. For example, Figure 11 shows a short definition
for the word “rubisco”, one of the terms specific to the sample article.

Figure 11 A Glossary Definition
Each WikiPDF glossary entry contains a short (1-2 paragraph) definition,
along with links to Wikipedia articles containing additional information.
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Figure 12 Glossary for another Page of the Article
Each page of an article has its own, custom glossary in the WikiPDF.
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Several additional hyperlinks are typically included in each summary definition.
The first hyperlink is the title word itself. Clicking on the definition title always takes the
user to the full Wikipedia article from which the summary definition was originally
extracted. For example, for the “rubisco” definition, the Wikipedia “RuBisCO” article is
displayed (Figure 13).

Figure 13 The RubisCO Wikipedia Article
Clicking on the title of any word in a WikiPDF glossary takes the user to the
full Wikipedia article for the selected word.
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In addition to the title hyperlink, any WikiPDF definition typically contains several
other hyperlinks to other terms with which the user may not be familiar, or may want
defined further. For example, the WikiPDF five-line summary definition for “rubisco” in
Figure 11 contains additional hyperlinks for the following terms:
•

Enzyme,

•

Calvin cycle,

•

Carbon fixation,

•

Carbon dioxide,

•

Sucrose,

•

Carboxylation,

•

Oxygenation,

•

Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP), and

•

Oxygen

Clicking any of these hyperlinks takes the user to the corresponding Wikipedia
article describing the selected term. For example, selecting the “Calvin cycle” hyperlink
displays the Wikipedia page shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 Wikipedia Definition of the Calvin Cycle
Clicking additional links embedded in WikiPDF summary definitions takes
the user to Wikipedia articles describing the selected term.
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Book Glossaries
In addition to submitting individual articles, the WikiPDF web site can also be used
to generate glossaries for various technical books.

For the initial prototype for this

application, I used the popular textbook “Molecular Biology of THE CELL”, by Alberts et al
(2002). The prototype implementation used the WikiPDF parser to identify all rare and
unusual words from each of this textbook’s 25 chapters. For example, from the 8,957
words in the second section of chapter 2 (“The Chemical Components of a Cell”),
WikiPDF identified the 135 rare words shown in Figure 16. Clicking on any of these words
takes the user to a summary definition similar to the one shown previously for journal
articles (Figure 11).
The technology behind this application was essentially the same as that used to
generate glossaries for journal articles. The only real difference is that the information
required to describe a book (author, publisher, chapter titles, etc.) was not available in the
database-friendly format that Medline provided for journal articles. So, I created several
custom database tables to hold this information and the user was required to enter quite a
bit more data to describe the book, chapters, and sections. Furthermore, a computerfriendly source of full-text data was also required to provide the list of words to be
searched for the rare-word candidates to be included in WikiPDF glossaries.
Nevertheless, the technology behind the production of WikiPDF book glossaries shared
many of the same programming tools and tricks that were used in the journal section of
the WikiPDF web site.
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Figure 15 Sample Chapter Indices for "Molecular Biology of THE CELL" [Alberts,
2002]
The WikiPDF textbook index lists each chapter and section of a book,
along with links for glossaries tailored to produce definitions of rare words
found in the section.
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Figure 16 WikiPDF Glossary for Chapter 2, Section 2 of Molecular Biology of THE
CELL
WikiPDf glossaries tailored to each section provide an index to summary
definitions of each rare word identified in the section.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
The principal goal of the WikiPDF project was to help biology students and other
scientists understand the literature of the biological, health, and life sciences.

This

literature is some of the most difficult to understand because there are many relatively
isolated domains of knowledge, each with its own unique terminology. Domain-specific
jargon often becomes a roadblock for readers who are unfamiliar with the topic being
discussed in the paper.

The WikiPDF aids in understanding this literature by

automatically generating a glossary containing definitions for rare and unusual words
found on each page of any article available in PDF format.
This project involved several interrelated tasks. First, I configured a web server
with the necessary hardware and software required to support a project of this scope. I
used a large body of open-source software to minimize out-of-pocket cost while still
providing the necessary services. The project also relied on several large databases,
including the entire English-language version of the Wikipedia and the Medline/Pubmed
database of life science journal citations. I implemented several custom database tables
to store WikiPDF-specific data. Finally, I developed a set of Java classes to access data
from all these sources, parse the PDF articles for rare and unusual words, and generate
web pages containing the customized glossaries.
I was guided by several goals in developing this project: the WikiPDF should be
intuitive to use, comprehensive in scope, useful to the students and scientists that were
the project’s target audience, fast in its response, and cost-effective to implement.

I

believe these goals were achieved. However, the ultimate judge will be the students at
universities and research scientists at institutions throughout the world who are invited to
make use of this tool, at http://www.wikipdf.com.
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiHTML

public class WikiHTML extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to convert wiki-formatted articles to standard HTML.
Author: David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiHTML()

Method Summary
java.lang.String convert_CR_LF(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded CR/LF to standard HTML (
java.lang.String convertExternalLinks(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded external link references to standard HTML.
java.lang.String convertHeadings2(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded 2nd-level (==) heading/separator text to
standard HTML (heading+line).
java.lang.String convertHeadings3(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded 3-level (===) heading/separator text to
standard HTML (heading+line).
java.lang.String convertHRule(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded h-rule (----) to standard HTML (
java.lang.String convertInternalLinks(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded internal links to standard HTML.
java.lang.String convertQuotedTopic(java.lang.String wikiText)

Convert wiki-encoded quoted-topic text to standard HTML (bold
font).
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java.lang.String removeTaxobox(java.lang.String wikiText)

Remove text between "{{Taxobox_begin" and "Taxobox_end}}"
java.lang.String removeTextBetweenBraces(java.lang.String wikiText)

Remove text between braces (eliminates tables, etc.)

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPageBean

public class WikiPageBean extends java.lang.Object
Store and retrieve contents of one page from the wikipedia page table.

Constructor Summary
WikiPageBean()

Method Summary
int

get_page_counter()

int

get_page_id()

int

get_page_is_new()

int

get_page_is_redirect()

int

get_page_latest()

int

get_page_len()

int

get_page_namespace()

double

get_page_random()

java.lang.String get_page_restrictions()
java.lang.String get_page_title()
java.lang.String get_page_touched()
void

set_page_counter(int page_counter)

void

set_page_id(int page_id)
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void

set_page_is_new(int page_is_new)

void

set_page_is_redirect(int page_is_redirect)

void

set_page_latest(int page_latest)

void

set_page_len(int page_len)

void

set_page_namespace(int page_namespace)

void

set_page_random(int page_random)

void

set_page_restrictions(java.lang.String page_restrictions)

void

set_page_title(java.lang.String page_title)

void

set_page_touched(java.lang.String page_touched)

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPage

public class WikiPage extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "page" table of the "wiki" database.
Author: David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiPage()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the Cur
table of the Wiki database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
java.lang.String getLatestRevision(int pageID)

Get text for the most recent edit of a specified topic.
WikiPageBean getPage(int pageID)

Given a pageID primary key, retrieve the specified page from the
wiki database.
WikiPageBean getPageByTitle(java.lang.String pageTitle)

Given the title of a page, retrieve the full contents of the matching
page from the wiki page table.
java.lang.String getPageTitle(int pageID)

Given the pageID primary key, retrieve the page title from the wiki
page table.
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiRevisionBean

public class WikiRevisionBean extends java.lang.Object
Store and retrieve contents of one page from the wikipedia revision table.

Constructor Summary
WikiRevisionBean()

Method Summary
java.lang.String get_rev_comment()
int

get_rev_deleted()

int

get_rev_id()

int

get_rev_minor_edit()

int

get_rev_page()

int

get_rev_text_id()

java.lang.String get_rev_timestamp()
java.lang.String get_rev_user_text()
int

get_rev_user()

void

set_rev_comment(java.lang.String rev_comment)

void

set_rev_deleted(int rev_deleted)

void

set_rev_id(int rev_id)

void

set_rev_minor_edit(int rev_minor_edit)
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void

set_rev_page(int rev_page)

void

set_rev_text_id(int rev_text_id)

void

set_rev_timestamp(java.lang.String rev_timestamp)

void

set_rev_user_text(java.lang.String rev_user_text)

void

set_rev_user(int rev_user)

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiRevision

public class WikiRevision extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "revision" table of the "wiki" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiRevision()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the Cur
table of the Wiki database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
WikiRevisionBean getRevision(int revisionID)

Perform a SQL query on the wiki database to return the row
whose revisionID matches the corresponding paramater provided in the
call to this method.
WikiRevisionBean getRevisionAfterRedirect(int revisionID)

Get a revision corresponding to the specified revisionID but
follow the redirect link as this method assumes the specified revision is
a redirect.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiText

public class WikiText extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "text" table of the "wiki" database.
Author: David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiText()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the 'text'
table of the Wiki database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
java.lang.String getText(int textID)

Given the textID primary key, retrieve the text field for a specified topic
from the wiki text table.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiWordsBean

public class WikiWordsBean extends java.lang.Object
Author:

David L. Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiWordsBean()

Method Summary
java.lang.String get_wiki_html()
int

get_wiki_page_id()

int

get_wiki_text_id()

int

get_word_count()

int

get_word_id()

int

get_word_rank()

java.lang.String get_word()
void

set_wiki_html(java.lang.String wiki_html)

void

set_wiki_page_id(int wiki_page_id)

void

set_wiki_text_id(int wiki_text_id)

void

set_word_count(int word_count)

void

set_word_id(int word_id)

void

set_word_rank(int word_rank)
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void

set_word(java.lang.String word)

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiWords

public class WikiWords extends java.lang.Object
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiWords()

Method Summary
void

addWordToWordsDB(int topicID, java.lang.String topic, java.lang.String word)

Add the specified word to the wikiwords database.
protected void

finalize()

Close the wikiwords database connector.
int

getNumberLessRare(int wordCount)

Returns a count of the number of words in the Wikipedia that
appear less than the specified number of times.
int

getRarity()

Returns the rarity of the last word set via the most recent call on
the setAWord method.
int

getTotalWords()

Returns the total number of words in the wikiwords database,
which is equivalent to the total number of unique words in the Wikipedia.
WikiWordsBean getWikiWordsBeanAtIndex(int word_id)

Return a complete row of data from the wikiwords table as a
WikiWordsBean based on the specified primary key.
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java.lang.String getWord(int wordID)

Get a word at the specified primary key index.
void

parseWords(int topicID, java.lang.String topic, java.lang.String text)

Parse a topic and add each word in the topic to the words DB.
void

setAWord(java.lang.String aWord)

Determines the rarity of a word based on the number of times it
appears in the Wikipedia.
void

updateHTML(int wordID, java.lang.String html)

Set the "wiki_html" field of the specified entry in the words DB.
void

updatePageID(int wordID, int wiki_page_id)

Set the "wiki_page_id" field of the specified entry in the words DB.
void

updateTextID(int wordID, int wiki_text_id)

Set the "wiki_text_id" field of the specified entry in the words DB.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiWordsInWiki

All Implemented Interfaces: java.io.Serializable
public class WikiWordsInWiki extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
For each word in the wikiwords database, search the wikipedia to see if the word exists as
a topic. If it does, set the wiki_page_id to the page_id of the word in the wiki page table;
otherwise, set it to "0".
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiWordsInWiki()

The WikiWordsInWiki constructor initializes a connection to the Wiki database.

Method Summary
static int

FindAWordInWikiPageTable(java.lang.String theWord)

Search the Wiki page table for a specified word.
static void main(java.lang.String[] args)

For every word in text of the Wikipedia, determine if a Wikipedia article
exists with that word as the title.
static int

pageIdAfterRedirect(int pageID)

Get the topic text from the Wiki Page table at the specified index.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineSerialsBean

public class MedlineSerialsBean extends java.lang.Object
Store and retrieve contents of one serial (journal) from the wikipdf medline_serials table.

Constructor Summary
MedlineSerialsBean()

Method Summary
char

get_acid_free_yn()

java.lang.String get_continuation_notes()
char

get_first_letter()

java.lang.String get_issn_electronic()
java.lang.String get_issn_print()
java.lang.String get_nlm_unique_id()
java.lang.String get_publication_end_year()
java.lang.String get_publication_first_year()
char

get_second_letter()

java.lang.String get_serial_ind()
java.lang.String get_serial_name()
int

get_serials_id()

java.lang.String get_title_abbreviation()
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void

init()

void

put_acid_free_yn(char afyn)

void

put_continuation_notes(java.lang.String cn)

void

put_first_letter(char fl)

void

put_issn_electronic(java.lang.String issn_electronic)

void

put_issn_print(java.lang.String issn_print)

void

put_nlm_unique_id(java.lang.String nlmuid)

void

put_publication_end_year(java.lang.String pey)

void

put_publication_first_year(java.lang.String pfy)

void

put_second_letter(char sl)

void

put_serial_ind(java.lang.String si)

void

put_serial_name(java.lang.String sn)

void

put_serials_id(int sid)

void

put_title_abbreviation(java.lang.String ta)

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineSerials

public class MedlineSerials extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "medline_serials" table of the "Medline" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineSerials()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"medline_serials" table of the "Medline" database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
MedlineSerialsBean getMedlineSerial(int serials_id)

Get the (single) serial containing the specified primary key.
MedlineSerialsBean getSerialByIssnPrint(java.lang.String issn_print)

Get a single serial based on the print ISSN.
MedlineSerialsBean getSerialByNLMID(java.lang.String nlmUniqueID)

Get a single serial based on the NLM Unique ID.
MedlineSerialsBean getSerialByTitleAbbrev(java.lang.String titleAbbrev)

Get a single serial based on the serial title abbreviation.
void

getSerialsByFirstLetters(char firstLetter, char secondLetter)

Get collection of serials based on the first two letters of the
serial title.
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void

initializeSerialsIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of Medline serials.
void

putMedlineSerial(MedlineSerialsBean medlineSerial)

Output a new serial to the MedlineSerial database.
boolean

serialsIteratorHasNext()

Return TRUE if an iterato has one or more additional entries
that would be returned on subsequent calls to serialsIteratorNext.
MedlineSerialsBean serialsIteratorNext()

Return the next entry for an iterator on an ArrayList of serials.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineSerialYears

public class MedlineSerialYears extends java.lang.Object
A Data Access Object (DAO) providing utilities to access data from the
"medline_serial_years" table of the "Medline" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineSerialYears()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"medline_citations" table of the "Medline" database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
void

getYearsByNLMID(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id)

/* Get a list of the years for which a specified journal has articles in
Medline.
void

initializeYearsIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of journal years.
void

insertSerialYear(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id, java.lang.String year)

Given the pmid for an article/citation and a desired page, insert the
page into the WikiPdf DB.
boolean

yearsIteratorHasNext()

Is there another journal year in the list?
java.lang.String yearsIteratorNext()

Retrieve the next journal year from the iterator.
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssueBean

public class MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssueBean extends java.lang.Object
Store and retrieve contents of one citation from the wikipdf medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue
table.

Constructor Summary
MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssueBean()

Method Summary
java.lang.String get_issue()
java.lang.String get_nlm_unique_id()
int

get_nlmid_year_vol_issue_id()

java.lang.String get_pub_date_day()
java.lang.String get_pub_date_month()
java.lang.String get_pub_date_year()
java.lang.String get_volume()
void

put_issue(java.lang.String issue)

void

put_nlm_unique_id(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id)

void

put_nlmid_year_vol_issue_id(int nlmid_year_vol_issue_id)

void

put_pub_date_day(java.lang.String pub_date_day)

void

put_pub_date_month(java.lang.String pub_date_month)
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void

put_pub_date_year(java.lang.String pub_date_year)

void

put_volume(java.lang.String volume)

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue

public class MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "medline_nlmid_year_vol_issue" table of the
"Medline" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"medline_citations" table of the "Medline" database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
void

getVolIssueDateByNLMIDandYear(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id,
java.lang.String pub_date_year)

Get a list of the volumes/issues for which a specified
journal and year has articles in Medline.
void

initializeNLMIDYearVolIssueIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of
MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue beans.
void

insertNLMIDYearVolIssue(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id,
java.lang.String pub_date_year,
java.lang.String volume,
java.lang.String issue,
java.lang.String pub_date_month,
java.lang.String pub_date_day)
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Given the an article/citation and a desired page, insert
the page into the WikiPdf DB.
boolean

nlmidYearVolIssueIteratorHasNext()

Are there any more MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue beans
in the iterator?
MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssueBean nlmidYearVolIssueIteratorNext()

Return the next MedlineNLMIDYearVolIssue bean from
the iterator.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineCitationBean

public class MedlineCitationBean extends java.lang.Object
implements java.lang.Comparable
Store and retrieve contents of one citation from the wikipdf medline_citations table.
Implements Comparable interface so that a collection of citations can be sorted. By
default, the sorting takes place on the first page field.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineCitationBean()

Method Summary
int

compareTo(java.lang.Object o)

java.lang.String get_abstract_text()
java.lang.String get_article_affiliation()
char

get_article_author_list_comp_yn()

java.lang.String get_article_title()
java.lang.String get_citation_owner()
java.lang.String get_citation_status()
java.lang.String get_coden()
java.lang.String get_copyright_info()
java.lang.String get_country()
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char

get_data_bank_list_comp_yn()

java.lang.String get_date_completed()
java.lang.String get_date_created()
java.lang.String get_date_of_electronic_publication()
java.lang.String get_date_revised()
char

get_elec_pub_official_date_yn()

java.lang.String get_end_page()
int

get_first_page_int()

char

get_grantlist_complete_yn()

java.lang.String get_iso_abbreviation()
java.lang.String get_issn()
java.lang.String get_issue()
char

get_journal_print_yn()

java.lang.String get_journal_title()
java.lang.String get_keyword_list_owner()
java.lang.String get_medline_date()
java.lang.String get_medline_pgn()
java.lang.String get_medline_ta()
java.lang.String get_nlm_unique_id()
int

get_number_of_references()
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int

get_pmid()

java.lang.String get_pub_date_day()
java.lang.String get_pub_date_month()
java.lang.String get_pub_date_season()
java.lang.String get_pub_date_year()
java.lang.String get_start_page()
java.lang.String get_vernacular_title()
java.lang.String get_volume()
java.lang.String get_xml_file_name()
void

put_abstract_text(java.lang.String abstract_text)

void

put_article_affiliation(java.lang.String article_affiliation)

void

put_article_author_list_comp_yn(char article_author_list_comp_yn)

void

put_article_title(java.lang.String article_title)

void

put_citation_owner(java.lang.String citation_owner)

void

put_citation_status(java.lang.String citation_status)

void

put_coden(java.lang.String coden)

void

put_copyright_info(java.lang.String copyright_info)

void

put_country(java.lang.String country)

void

put_data_bank_list_comp_yn(char data_bank_list_comp_yn)

void

put_date_completed(java.lang.String date_completed)
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void

put_date_created(java.lang.String date_created)

void

put_date_of_electronic_publication(java.lang.String date_of_electronic_publication)

void

put_date_revised(java.lang.String date_revised)

void

put_elec_pub_official_date_yn(char elec_pub_official_date_yn)

void

put_end_page(java.lang.String end_page)

void

put_first_page_int(int first_page)

void

put_grantlist_complete_yn(char grantlist_complete_yn)

void

put_iso_abbreviation(java.lang.String iso_abbreviation)

void

put_issn(java.lang.String issn)

void

put_issue(java.lang.String issue)

void

put_journal_print_yn(char journal_print_yn)

void

put_journal_title(java.lang.String journal_title)

void

put_keyword_list_owner(java.lang.String keyword_list_owner)

void

put_medline_date(java.lang.String medline_date)

void

put_medline_pgn(java.lang.String medline_pgn)

void

put_medline_ta(java.lang.String medline_ta)

void

put_nlm_unique_id(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id)

void

put_number_of_references(int number_of_references)

void

put_pmid(int pmid)

void

put_pub_date_day(java.lang.String pub_date_day)
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void

put_pub_date_month(java.lang.String pub_date_month)

void

put_pub_date_season(java.lang.String pub_date_season)

void

put_pub_date_year(java.lang.String pub_date_year)

void

put_start_page(java.lang.String start_page)

void

put_vernacular_title(java.lang.String vernacular_title)

void

put_volume(java.lang.String volume)

void

put_xml_file_name(java.lang.String xml_file_name)
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineCitations

public class MedlineCitations extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "medline_citations" table of the "Medline"
database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineCitations()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"medline_citations" table of the "Medline" database.

Method Summary
boolean

citationsIteratorHasNext()

Are there more citations remaining in the citations array list?
MedlineCitationBean citationsIteratorNext()

Return the next entry from the citations array list.
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
MedlineCitationBean getCitationByPmid(java.lang.String pmid)

Given the article's pmid, look up all the other information about
this article from the Medline DB.
void

getCitationsByNLMIDYearVolumeAndIssue(java.lang.String nlm_unique_id,
java.lang.String year, java.lang.String volume, java.lang.String issue)

Given a journal, year, issue, and volume, get a list of the citations
associated with that issue.
void

getIssuesByIssnAndYear(java.lang.String issn, java.lang.String year)
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Get a list of the issues for which a specified journal has articles in
Medline (for a given year).
void

getIssuesByNLMIDandYear(java.lang.String nlmUniqueID,
java.lang.String year)

Get a list of the issues for which a specified journal has articles in
Medline (for a given year).
void

getYearsByIssn(java.lang.String issn)

Get a list of the years for which a specified journal has articles in
Medline.
void

getYearsByNLMID(java.lang.String nlmUniqueID)

Get a list of the years for which a specified journal has articles in
Medline.
void

initializeCitationsIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of Medline citations.
void

initializeYearsIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of journal years.
boolean

yearsIteratorHasNext()

Are there more entries remaining in the journal years iterator?
java.lang.String

yearsIteratorNext()

Return the next entry in the journal years array list.
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineAuthorBean

public class MedlineAuthorBean extends java.lang.Object
Store and retrieve contents of one author from the wikipdf medline_authors table.
Author:

David L. Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineAuthorBean()

Method Summary
java.lang.String get_fore_name()
java.lang.String get_last_name()
int

get_pmid()

void

put_fore_name(java.lang.String fore_name)

void

put_last_name(java.lang.String last_name)

void

put_pmid(int pmid)
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
MedlineAuthors

public class MedlineAuthors extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "medline_authors" table of the "Medline"
database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
MedlineAuthors()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"medline_authors" table of the "Medline" database.

Method Summary
boolean

authorsIteratorHasNext()

Are there more authors in the ArrayList?
MedlineAuthorBean authorsIteratorNext()

Return the next author in the ArrayList iterator.
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
void

getAuthorsByPmid(java.lang.String pmid)

Given the pmid for an article/citation, look up the list of authors
from the Medline DB.
void

initializeAuthorsIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of authors.
int

numAuthors()

How many authors are in the ArrayList of authors?
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPdfArticleBean

public class WikiPdfArticleBean extends java.lang.Object
Store and retrieve contents of one article from the wikipdf_articles table.

Constructor Summary
WikiPdfArticleBean()

Method Summary
int

get_article_id()

boolean

get_article_is_valid()

java.lang.String get_article_text()
int

get_medline_pmid()

int

get_page()

void

put_article_id(int article_id)

void

put_article_is_valid(boolean article_is_valid)

void

put_article_text(java.lang.String article_text)

void

put_medline_pmid(int medline_pmid)

void

put_page(int page)
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPdfArticles

public class WikiPdfArticles extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "articles" table of the "wikipdf" database.

Constructor Summary
WikiPdfArticles()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"articles" table of the "WikiPdf" database.

Method Summary
boolean

articlesIteratorHasNext()

Can another article be returned from the iterator?
WikiPdfArticleBean articlesIteratorNext()

Return the next article from the iterator.
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
WikiPdfArticleBean getArticlePage(java.lang.String pmid, int page)

Given the pmid for an article/citation and a desired page, look up
the single article from the WikiPdf DB.
void

getArticlesByPmid(java.lang.String pmid)

Given the pmid for an article/citation, look up all the list of
articles from the WikiPdf DB.
void

initializeArticlesIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of articles.
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void

insertArticlePage(java.lang.String articleText, java.lang.String pmid,
int page)

Given the pmid for an article/citation and a desired page, insert
the page into the WikiPdf DB.
int

numArticles()

Return the number of articles in the ArrayList.
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPdfBooks

public class WikiPdfBooks extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "Books" table of the "WikiPDF" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiPdfBooks()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"books" table of the "wikipdf" database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
Book getBook(int book_id)

Get the book from the wikipdf_books table whose primary key matches the
specified book_id.
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPdfBookChapters

public class WikiPdfBookChapters extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "BookChapters" table of the "WikiPDF" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiPdfBookChapters()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"book_chapters" table of the "wikipdf" database.

Method Summary
boolean chaptersIteratorHasNext()

Does the iterator have another chapter to return?
Chapter chaptersIteratorNext()

Return the next chapter from the iterator.
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
Chapter getChapter(int chapter_id)

Get a single chapter based on the chapter_id.
void

getChapters(int book_id)

Get collection of chapters based on book_id.
void

initializeChaptersIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated Hash Set.
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPdfBookSections

public class WikiPdfBookSections extends java.lang.Object
Provide utilities to access data from the "BookSections" table of the "WikiPDF" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiPdfBookSections()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"book_sections" table of the "wikipdf" database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
Section getSection(int section_id)

Get a single section based on the section_id.
void

getSections(int book_id, int chapter_id)

Get collection of sections based on a book_id and chapter_id.
void

initializeSectionsIterator()

Initialize an iterator for a populated ArrayList of book sections.
int

putSection(Section section)

Insert a single section into the database, returning the section_id primary
key for the newly inserted row (or -1 if the insert failed).
boolean sectionsIteratorHasNext()

Does the iterator have another book section to return?
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Section sectionsIteratorNext()

Return the next book section from the iterator.
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Package:
Class:

com.wikipdf
WikiPdfBookFullText

public class WikiPdfBookFullText
extends java.lang.Object Provide utilities to access data from the "book_full_text" table of
the "WikiPDF" database.
Author:

David Calloway

Constructor Summary
WikiPdfBookFullText()

Constructor - Initialize the database connector that will be used to access the
"book_full_text" table of the "wikipdf" database.

Method Summary
void

finalize()

Destructor - Release the database connector.
BookFullText getBookFullText(int full_text_id)

Get a single BookFullText record based on the full_text_id.
BookFullText getBookFullTextFromSectionID(int sectionID)

Get a single BookFullText record based on the section_id.
void

putBookFullText(BookFullText bookFullText)

Insert a single bookFullText record into the database.
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